Notes from FutureLV Strategy Labs 2017

EDUCATION + TRAINING
July 18, 2017

Strengths

- Academics for Veterans (A’s for Vets) - student veterans focused; works with schools—employers; 4th year for the program
- Lehigh Valley Workforce Investment Board’s standard operating procedure uses vets first
- Educational abilities of work force that already exist in the Lehigh Valley
- Lehigh Career & Technical Institute – quickest way to get individually involved is through our occupational advisory committee, which meets 2x year to match industry standards and needs with their curriculum
- Career Institute of Technology getting involved with local companies and linking training and jobs
- Shadow programs exist for high school students to learn from industry and corporate leaders
- Shadowing programs may not be enough
- United Way - Community Schools program, non-profit/corporate/schools all partner together in most needed schools in a community; always looking for corporate sponsors, which should be more involved than just writing a check a volunteers a couple times a year
- Pre-K Counts – state Department of Education program that requires that teachers are certified
- Daycare – soft skills are learned—team work, communication; also STEAM
- Victaulic is going into high schools to educate students what manufacturing is like today
- Pennsylvania Junior Academy of Science – schools are doing a great job, I judge these competitions

Weaknesses

- Companies in the area pay less than the surrounding areas, only pay what they can afford
- Younger people leaving Lehigh Valley for south and west; private colleges will be closing
- Wages are not able to sustain childcare/parental care costs
- Transportation costs/travel time to work/travel to school & training; some travel 2 hours one way to get to the program and also once they start a job
- Area does not have support for entrepreneurs
- Some work part-time and are also in the children’s health insurance program (CHIP)
- Insurance coverage
- Human Resource systems not identifying right individuals, not reviewing for transferrable skills
- Reactionary economy
- Math/Science for high school students
- 50% have English as a second language; 50% have college degrees
- Manufacturing has changed and people have a misperception of what those jobs entail
- Misperception that if you are involved in early education, you are just baby-sitting
- Cannot make people go into a program
- Pennsylvania Department of Education is not known for its dynamism, political system does not allow it to be in a leadership role
- Some people need a reality check – American dream versus American reality
- Do not have people to figure out things
- Automated McDonald’s exist but it is cheaper to pay staff at $10/hr than to install all the automation equipment required
- Teach our kids that there is only one right answer

**Opportunities**

- Schools/universities/community colleges more strategic with program offerings; offer what your facility is good at
- Employers to get more involved at schools/technical schools
- Talent base of current “unemployed” base
- Talent being underutilized
- Communities that are doing well are looking forward and projecting where the economy is headed
- Marketing plan for the Lehigh Valley – ease of transportation, entertainment, health care and the educational colleges/schools that exist
- Schools aptitude testing to identify students that can do technical jobs
- Industry/companies to be more involved with the community, pushing clubs in the schools, funding and influencing government
- Easton’s proposed DaVinci Center to showcase the industry and opportunities in the area
- Pre-K - opportunities for those with educational certifications, unable to directly enter into a school district
- PBS outreach/series for technical jobs/careers
- Public libraries as a potential hub for future training/education outreach and information sessions, linking up certain individuals with jobs/initial experience; usually focus on children, but the parents should be involved
- Young adults in special education cannot get a job through the normal process; should be taken directly to the employers
- Schools are more interested than you think, what areas do you want us to focus on
- Voice of industry in government, need some different structures in place
- Need to have early intervention with young children, start them early
- Learn math by designing and working through projects
- Re-training older adults is important

**Threats**

- Companies relocating because of skills shortage
- Companies, e.g. Logistics, becoming much more automated
- Changing work-force for truck drivers
- Instructors for healthcare industry, leaving/retiring versus transitioning to instructing
- Funding for schools, lack of counselors
- Every additional government regulation places further stress upon small companies, less money to hire
- Perception of “baby-sitting” versus instructing within the manufacturing mindset; missed opportunities
- Not utilizing the diversity of the Lehigh Valley population
- Lack of ability to work 3rd shift/reality, transportation to other shifts outside normal “business hours”
- People are not realistic - when they lose their job and retrain for a different job, they expect to be able to work 1st shift and do not want to work 2nd or 3rd shift; have to start at the bottom
- Need replacements for all the retirees, companies need to work with the high schools
- Continuing the education/training discussion with the important shareholders in the community
  - Education for veterans needed as well as their recruitment potential to employers
  - LV is suffering from low demographics as students start to go elsewhere (private schools closing)
  - Importance of schools unifying and making strategic plans so some training areas are over-saturated and others are lacking
  - Needs to be emphasis on ESL learners (many programs have 50% people with ESL)
  - Problem of the cost of working as opposed to not (the cost of parent/childcare, transport costs to the job, time spent commuting to the job)
  - Problem of transport costs for those until they get the first paycheck
  - HR electronic systems aren’t equipped to recognize transferable/soft skills in resumes, thus weeding out relevant people before a person sees their resume
  - Many companies don’t have the luxury of being able to employ lower skill levels. Their success relies on return on investment based on the skills/competitiveness of their employees
- Many places don’t have HR departments to begin with. 95% of LV Chamber member companies have 1-9 employees.
- Companies come here because it’s the “cheap” NY/Philly. When advertising ourselves as cheap, we’re going to attract lower quality of worker.
- The need to train kids on understanding the technology they will need to know to be employable.
- Lack of girls in the tech industry.
- Preparedness for replacing soon-to-retire workers who have established science/math skills
- Need to have the option to use different teaching styles for different types of learners
- Reality is that many college degrees are still being offered in areas that employers aren’t seeking talent from (e.g. public relations)
- Some tech schools are benefitting from occupational advisory committees to drive the curriculum, identify which programs/skills are relevant to the region
- More aptitude testing needed. People will succeed at things they’re good at.
- Davinci science center is exposing kids to local kids/manufacturing to get them interested.
- PJSA? Penn Science Academy conducts annual competitions for kids
- Soft skills which employers are seeking are really ingrained in early education years.
- Pre-K counts program, state funded, requires teachers to be certified.
- PBS could be an option for building an engaging community series on these topics.
- BAPL could be utilized much more as a great resource hub for information outreach from prospective employers. Programs tend to be more in favor of kid-centric than lifelong-learning.
- Community schools model (through the United Way) is collaborative, with a team made of non-profit partner, academic team, corporate partner to identify local community needs. (22 schools in LV)
- How can grocery stores, for example, reach out to potential employees who are starting with no experience or skills and have little chance of their applications being accepted (if they know how to apply online)
- Threats of companies moving from the region
- Threat of automation, retirements forced because of lack of skills required for new technology
- Perception of early childcare needing to shift from that of a ‘babysitter’
- Minorities even less-informed about opportunities to tap their useful (street smart) skills and potential, less guidance counselors for them
- LV isn’t fully using or advertising its diversity as an asset
One company gives trainees a mock application to understand their earning expectations. It is often very unrealistic.

**TRANSPORTATION**  
(Chamber event)  
June 8, 2017

- Location – may help + hurt  
  - Has always been that way for trading perspective  
  - Also from rail system  
- 22 + 78 are alternates for each other – other regions can’t say that  
- Unbelievable rise in truck traffic  
- We don’t have a sign congestion problem  
- Tremendous change in rural communities  
- Getting local man to step up + protect villages from trucks/traffic  
- Trucks rely on car GPS to go on inappropriate roads  
- Harrisburg to mandate truck GPS  
- Need to look toward more local funding sources  
- Increasing traffic at different times – how do we go about exploring this  
  - LA uses toll roads  
- Passenger commuter operating – be careful in planning that people are not commuting 5 days/week – flat rates to NY  
- As housing grew, traffic grew  
- Telecommuting really increased  
- Bus company reducing service  
  - P&R lots not as full  
- Explore driverless buses  
  - How uber affects them  
- Bus service more efficient than rail  
- Decorated housing in some places provide flexibility + much cheaper in capital cost  
- Look at trying to move peak trips  
  - Are truck companies looking to align with off-peak hours – if you want deliveries off-hours, then people need to be there off-hours  
  - If you could get 24/7 receipt the trucking industry could love it  
  - Some logistics operations work well with this – big rigs deliver at night to stock dominos stores – but residents complain about deliveries at night  
  - Hard conversation – people want service but want quiet  
- Two deliveries in Lehigh Valley  
- Through product in + about issue  
- 4 flights per day servicing Amazon
- Need to plan in short-term – costs of leasing equipment is much higher for short-term
- Need to change the character of the airport to accommodate growth
- Automated vehicles are coming
  - what do we need to do from an infrastructure standpoint to prepare – embedded loops, pavement chips, etc.
- On transit side – people think transit will go away but transit might have a bigger role if people stop using vehicles
- When people don’t own cars – then they can use transit
- Looking at more flexible services for higher frequency corridors
- How much time are you willing to give up to save money?
- To prepare for automation, need better local road markings
- Possibly private money to help
- Trips today are typically under 40 miles
- What can you do with extra parking spaces no longer needed?
- Buildings of parking garages now looking to see what these can be in 20 years
- With automation, driver jobs go away – where will they work?
- Need plugs if you own electric car
- Massive need for broadband + electricity demand
- More people are coming to the Lehigh Valley that don’t have cars
- Lehigh Valley was hub of logistics 15 years ago
- People in townships terrified at prospect of more warehouses
- Lehigh County – more land taxes + more people – biggest complaint is warehousing/trucks
- We need more rural planning

Opportunities
- Location – may also be a threat
- Redundant systems providing for alternate routes
- Collaborative agencies working together
- Push on multi-modal improvements

Challenges
- Rise in truck traffic
- Need more signage particularly related to truck routes and detours

Other Issues and Potential Approaches
- Need to look at more local funding solutions
- Consider mass transit commuter trains to external locations
- Look at opportunities to incent traffic at different times. Changing driver behavior
- Transit planning needs to consider uptick in telecommuting when considering new service
- Bus service is more flexible than fixed rail
- Delivery logistic innovation (i.e. off-peak)
- Think about through-put truck delivery differently than internal movements
- Autonomous vehicle infrastructure needs
- Planning for alternative fuel stations
- More multi-municipal planning should be encouraged

**CLIMATE CHANGE + ENERGY CONSERVATION**  
May 18, 2017

- **General Information**
  - Methane more potent greenhouse gas (Penn-East agenda)
  - 20-30% of methane output from animal feed lots

- **Project and program trends**
  - Marc Jacobs Stanford Plan, Solutions Project (50-state) on alternative energy, yet to be adopted. Emphasis on open spaces that can be utilized for community wind/solar projects. Planting trees to offset carbon.
  - 69% solar 21% wind projected as do-able with the Solutions Project?
  - Germany getting 30% of energy from renewable but grid isn’t entirely reliable
  - Local government needs to step up especially in light of Paris agreement issue

- **Engagement**
  - Big increase (exponential) in public interest particularly post-election, letters to Dent/Congress, membership increase in citizens organizations (Citizens Climate Lobby). Awareness increasing as climate effects come closer to home
  - Past 2 years Penn-East Pipeline (air, noise, light pollution, farmland effects going through NC, only) has sparked great interest with small organizations, gave an opportunity to inform municipalities
  - Open house discussions effective? Town halls.
  - The press is more likely to get these issues out to the public when there is activity going on the ground locally. This can generate discussion.
  - Connect local interest and efforts with state/federal policy. Build political will.
  - Democratic Women’s Council climate action workgroup model being used to educate municipalities to create climate change policies, etc.
  - There’s’ a need for buy-in and overall consensus. Residents not getting PA support to be able to transition.
  - Studies are limited in that they aren’t conducted by people with the technical expertise to back up whether they would work (with a grid, for example)
• Funding
  o Tax credits more effective locally?
  o City of Bethlehem offering incentives (tax breaks for businesses, density bonuses for new development, etc.) which aren’t being utilized (2009)
  o Power production agreements as a funding approach
  o Opportunity for businesses to put money into a fund towards land restoration (NIZ)
  o $1 tax on greenhouse emissions could be an ideal
• Energy production
  o Solar
    ▪ Possibility of public initiatives for projects like solar roof installation (the LVPC role offers best practice recommendations)
    ▪ Suggest requirements for incoming warehouses to implement alternate energy like solar
    ▪ What is financial return on warehouses who might implement solar panels? There’s concern about prolonged maintenance costs, some roofs not appropriate for installation.
    ▪ Increase profitability of solar panels. Get HOA’s on board. Find an easily replicated model, panels on an unused hill? On top of storage facilities?
    ▪ Solar renewable energy credits lacking at state level. Requires lobbying.
    ▪ Other alternatives to solar roofs which may not be do-able for everyone who wants to. (Paint roof white, use gray shingles instead of black). Small changes can offset energy cost, too.
  o Other
    ▪ Potential of incentivizing plants to hybridize?
    ▪ Problems of antiquated distribution lines. Money which is spent on rescuing old infrastructure instead of developing the new.
    ▪ Anticipation of technological improvements that may offset some problems like batteries. Tesla power solutions anticipated in near future.
    ▪ Resistance to wind turbines. Requires education, especially for those who don’t have passion about the issues or who are mis-informed.
• Planning and Development
  o Mobility
    ▪ Commutes and transportation as essential part of planning process
    ▪ Unsafe infrastructure and undesirable living options (condos) forcing a lifestyle that is car-centric.
    ▪ Trend of all-in-one developments with trails that reduce car trips. How to encourage municipalities to facilitated more connected development in their areas.
    ▪ Anti-idling policy for drivers?
  o Redevelopment
- Re-development as priority in existing plan
- Potential sites not being utilized for options like gardens (near the hospital), adaptive re-use
- Need for finding funds for infrastructure improvements to attract developers to build
  - Agriculture
    - Modeling needed for agricultural land. Do we change our approach of tree-planting, for example, to address the now or plant for the projected scenario of the future?
    - Farmland preservation links to LVPC Open Space plans
  - Modeling/tracking
    - How to use modeling to show what the future LV looks like with alternatives/improvements for energy (cost, payback)
    - Is LVPC able to utilize some of our funding sources for other plans to develop a plan for modeling
    - Improve the metrics for short and long-term tracking
  - Other
    - How to make relationships with warehouse owners to get their buy-in?
    - Make sure the comp plan looks outward to the larger scale, too.
    - Green stormwater infrastructure. Loans available for these efforts.
    - Waste of resources (fertile soil) which are being blocked with development. Sprawl.

HAZARD MITIGATION
May 18, 2017

- Focus on flooding, storms, climate change what others, other hazards 20+/-, also man-made
- Vulnerable populations, facilities lacking the capability to sustain their facilities during events, agencies creating emergency mgmt. plans, pre-planned MOUs before events occur
- Smaller municipalities lack budgets/funding to conform with requirements, could use quicker more immediate response; less federal funding in the future

STRENGTHS

- Municipal cooperation, pooling resources
- Drilling/training (interagency, incident command, response, HAZMAT
- Cooperation between hospitals
- Additional partners (agencies, organizations)
• Flexibility of adjusting construction projects
• PennDOT extreme weather events planning
• Collaboration with PA Department of Health, county Department of Health
• Partnering and assisting with different operations

WEAKNESS

• Some communities are not as well prepared as others
• Restoring power
• Communication to utilities during an event
• Lack of pro-active messaging coordination amongst
• Opioid response
• Sharing of information amongst police forces

OPPORTUNITIES

• Institutional knowledge
• Strengthen collaboration between utilities
• Community outreach about insect/pest outbreaks
• Personal preparedness (approx. 50%), pet preparedness
• Collaboration of other agencies and organizations, outside of EMS/first responders
• FEMA Community Rating System (CRS), municipality participation
• Community Resiliency Panel (CRP)
• PA One Call
• Routine coordination is ok, but less emergency preparation coordination
• County-wide police organizations vs the number of organizations that currently exist
• Regionalization of services

THREATS

• Multiple bridges need repairs/replacement during the same time frame
• Communication between different utility organizations, regardless of what the contract states

TOURISM + ENTERTAINMENT

May 2, 2017

• Facilities and Infrastructure
  o Sufficient infrastructure for events. (water, sewer)
- Low on larger, high-quality recreational facilities (turf fields for public use, need lights to extend night use)
- Facilities we do have are getting maxed out
- County parks overscheduled. Policy issue in far out reservations leaving less chance for local activities to break in.

**Partnerships**
- How to get buy-in from local schools/college facilities (economic return)
- Partnership needed with Economic Development
- Proven profit from partnerships with an internal tourism leader

**Getting around**
- Have accessible roads
- Difficulty getting everyone around once they do get here. Other transport opportunities.
- Opportunity for brand/identity along transport routes. Wayfinding is essential, even if not streamlined. Create clarity.
- People love maps

**Lodging**
- Text platform as a call room/concierge like Airbnb personal service (run by chamber? Business bureau?)
- Ambassador program in hotels to deal with turnover. Hard to maintain consistency with various strong franchises.

**Visitor experience**
- People looking for ‘total’ visitor experience, package
- HI as model experience for visitor hospitality
- How to increase hotel map offerings for people who want to integrate locally (e.g. go for a run)
- Clean city encourages revisits. How to coordinate road clean-up, etc, improve first impression

**Marketing and Promotion**
- We’re still emerging, need to aggregate content for a clear message between all relevant groups
- “Lehigh Valley” is less known than individual cities
- Discover LV uploads their events to personal calendars to increase promo
- Overarching brand as opposed to silos? Corporate policies limit this in open sharing

**Market Development**
- Decentralized hotel, tourism options for people wanting to go farther out
- More affordable, rural-centric options for lower-spending tourists (Slate Belt) that maintain local integrity. Slow expansion in these areas needing support.
- Links to open space preservation dialogue while accommodating eco-tourism
WHAT ARE OUR STRENGTHS AND ASSETS?

- Arts
  - Artsquest, state of the art, flexible
  - Strong arts scene (national Shakespeare festival) that isn’t common knowledge
  - Strong working artist community
  - Strong theatre culture
  - Allentown Art Museum, Civic Theatre (one of few art deco structures), Symphony Hall, Arts walk

- Events
  - Marketable festivals, authentic. We have expertise in large events, knowledge asset. Signature events (Musikfest, etc)
  - We have lots of small venues (200-300) but short on spaces to accommodate 1000+ ppl (trade shows). We have the accessory events/activities to support convention center-type event but we don’t have a place.

- History
  - Historic sites throughout the valley that tackle storytelling. (Lock Ridge, Troxell-Steck)
  - Historic-driven tourists spend more.
  - Bethlehem 3 National Historic landmarks (200 historic districts in country, Moravian District as 1 of 8 in PA), nomination for UNESCO coming up (summer 2017)
  - Education opportunity to younger people about our place in history (like Detroit), our role in Revolution, another facet to identity

- Sports and Recreation
  - Pro sports franchises thriving because of branding (Iron Pigs and Phantoms), are multi-use facilities and contribute to quality of life
  - T-town (Trexlertown) world-renowned for cyclists, international cyclists coming here during the summer (their winters). Bob Rodale Park, 1000 riders last summer.
  - Dorney Park

- Professional, Educational, and Institutional Resources
  - Colleges and Universities
  - Health care network benefit as it drives trails/outdoor activity.
  - Great meeting facilities (DeSales, Renaissance Hotel). Missed opportunities for professional meetings to extend to personal time, engagement with area
  - Airport as an asset
  - LV Chamber as a great resource, networking,
  - In spite of perception of parochialism we work together well
  - Lehigh Valley people, leading and working, are assets in hospitality
- Environment and natural resources are our asset, first stop for outdoor rec for people coming from NY, etc
- Food culture
- Multi-generation attraction

CONCERNS

- Traffic planning, parking, how to get them around, accommodate them. Making appropriate plans for future development
- Keeping our personality, showcasing but not selling out to bring in tourists (Steel Stacks keeps this balance), retention/leverage of authenticity
- How to not overwhelm tourists with large brands (3 main cities) and make them approachable. Make boundaries more apparent.
- Dispel myths about distance. (In 1700s people went from Bethlehem to Nazareth daily). We have a strong trail system, increases our standing as livable city. Great Moravian walk on a trail?
- Strategic development, future land use as well as non-development areas

ARTS + CULTURE

May 2, 2017

- Benefits of Arts + Culture
  - Arts attract workforce
  - Provide incentives for spouses/families to join person who moves here for employment
  - It bridges urban and suburban gaps
  - Good training ground for people to excel
- Strengths
  - 300,000 volunteer hours given to non-profits. Highlights local commitment to arts.
  - Caliber of local artists
  - Symphony, Civic Theatre, Art Museum
  - More programming and number of artists now than ever
  - High number of charter-arts schools (4 in our 3 cities. SF only has 2)
- Organizations and Resources
  - 115 private foundations in LV
  - 739 C3 non-profits (public charities)
  - 1100 other non-profits, not including churches
- General strategies
  - Help grassroots get a foothold, find niche so they can succeed
  - Use stories instead of quantitative outcomes for grantees
- Back up qualitative benefits with numbers
- Elevate presence
- Increase political advocacy, support mechanisms and social engineering.

- Engagement
  - Challenges of inclusion for participation in planning process. Educational opportunities to foster collaboration.
  - More representation from the colleges wanted in this discussion
  - Historians / outdoor groups / other ethnic groups / disabled should be part of this conversation
  - Artists need to engage in the discussion too
  - Inclusion of arts in public opinion surveys (what do voters think is important for our community)

- Funding issues
  - No regional source of arts funding
  - No public funding stream, our community is frugal, conservative in art spending
  - More organizational collaboration needed (funding)
  - In Bethlehem and Easton, there is entertainment tax, whereas other cities offer $ incentives for arts to come to their towns. Psychology of taxing the arts in relation to its benefits and realizing that it often needs the most financial support to thrive.

- Institutional (Public and Private) Support for the Arts
  - Lack of public art and funding. Highlight successful examples. (Philly)
  - Lack of awareness of local public art. What is its role? Combining energy of non-related announcements (gov’t) by presenting in front of public art.
  - Potential mechanism for public awareness campaign (led by LVPC?)
  - Difficulty sustaining initial energy and support
  - NIZ impact (what happens when it’s over in relation to 2040 plan goals?)
  - More emphasis on arts as priority for developers
  - Potentially extend cultural districts to reach across traditional boundaries
  - Opportunity through the plan to establish clear goals, identify how municipalities can access various resources

- Collaboration and coordination
  - Lehigh Valley arts are fragmented
  - Identify inter-relationship with artists and small business/trail systems
  - Collaboration with intended market is not collaboration, as opposed to with competitors. Especially necessary for funders.
  - Higher level of intensity/competition than other places
  - How to reduce sense of competition and replace with engagement towards a shared goal, stewardship
- Lots of orgs in LV don’t have dedicated venues, are renting space, reduces affordability for smaller groups
- We’re in need of an arts vision regionally due to lack of collaboration also at artist level. Funding follows specific vision.
- City approaches taking place but none at regional level. Money going into building but not programming. Communities need to secure both presenting and producing organizations.
- Development of venues not fully transparent with local public and impact on art community
- Balancing for-profit and non-profit agendas and realize there is a gray area in between, recognizing value of both

- Marketing and development
  - LV arts council, prosperity 5 study (97 arts orgs participated), LV shows double digit expansion in economic impact (jobs created, tax revenue generated). Recognition of what LV’s limits are in arts expansion without having to branch out/diversify
  - How to define best practices for creating/maintaining arts community, keeping art indigenous, etc. Description of several models/video/interview archive/inventory to be released end of 2018?
  - Upside Allentown. Needs assessment conducted. Intent to create collective leadership with arts leaders, making sure there is representation from all players (including graphic firms, etc). Encourage centralized marketing and sustainability through a plan model of economic development outcomes for city. Initiatives: 1) artist in residence programs
  - Lack of graduate programs in the arts in LV, which keeps us at “entry-level”
  - Maintain authenticity while allowing for growth, acknowledging economies of scale
  - We need to improve in featuring local talent (Artsquest does this well). Larger venues generally too concerned with national acts.
  - Some artists here have no local market (NY collectors), no earning incentive here
  - Counting New Beans book (quantifies intrinsic value of arts). Return on the Arts

- Arts innovation
  - Creating Place (Lehigh University), study as arts as a biosystem which together create sustainability.
  - How to extend university knowledge into other discussions (incl. development). Conversations about effects of built environment on arts.
  - Arts tackle social issues (homophobia, Shakespeare behind bars program, participants only 2%? Less likely to be imprisoned again as opposed to general national rate of 97%?)
  - How does technology impact live experience/art interaction both good and bad? How do we plan for where we think the state of the arts will be in 20 years?
Increase interactivity as opposed to the ‘presentation’ model

ECONOMY
April 20, 2017

Strengths
- Diversification
- Medical and healthcare
- Higher education
  - Quality and variety
- Arts and culture
- Talent
- Growth in manufacturing
- Wide variety of entrepreneurial training and opportunities
- Location
  - Live here and work here
  - Live here work elsewhere
  - Live elsewhere and work here
- Food culture – restaurant quality of major metros; breweries; active food culture; strong following
- Tourism – outpacing other areas of state
  - Hotel bldg.
  - Good promotion and marketing of opportunities
- Diverse activities
  - Amusement parks
  - Shopping
  - Historic places and events
  - Festivals
  - Art
  - Symphony
  - Trails
  - Proximity to larger markets
    - Access to high income individuals to invest
- Access to markets
  - Cost of doing business lower than large metros
  - Transportation logistics
- Tipping points? Housing? Ag?
  - Yes it is an issue
  - Lowest unemployment in a long time
  - Attracting talent
Affordable housing issue – not enough in urban and suburban
- Look at job creation relative to acres of land use
- Old small towns and boroughs – could be opportunity too
- Past 10 years growth is good – as infrastructure strengthens more manufacturing will come back even stronger – (to address threat below on LV prof group)
- Regionalism – 62 municipalities working together
- Airport
- Capital access system
  - Maturing equity investment
- Development community
  - Great developers that are community minded

Weaknesses
- Regulations – ease of process
- Wage rates
- Can people afford to live here?
- Can’t produce skilled workers fast enough – labor inventory
  - Curriculum issues – gap between what the business needs and what is being taught
- Space for entrepreneurial business – incubation
  - 5 – 40k sq ft
  - KIZ zone – incentive
- All forms of industrial inventory – demand for under 200,000 sq ft
  - No space - hard to find
  - EDC looking to subsidize this
  - Cost of industrial land
    - Transportation and logistics pushing up industrial land prices
- Unwilling property owners – biggest challenge to redevelopment

Threats
- Unemployment with skilled workers – Lehigh valley professionals group
  - IT; HR; etc. back office type jobs/corporate service type jobs
  - Jobs heading overseas; contract work;
  - Taking lower skilled 'survival' jobs
- ‘Brain drain’ – want to make sure talent stays here in LV
- Size of labor shed – running out of people of all skill levels
  - Manufacturing and warehousing competing for labor
- Commonwealth and county incentives for economic development
  - No longer what they used to be

Opportunities
- Agriculture and outdoor recreation – untapped resource
• Talent retention
  o Draw them back when want to start families
• Suburban redevelopment
  o Office
  o Industrial parks
• Creative ways to support development in absence of government incentives
• Bring large corporations into the LV
  o Auto; Heinz
• Healthcare Research
• Hazard mitigation plans
• High value uses - Density
• Warehouse logistics type buildings – something better – manufacturing
• Technology companies
• Federal corporate tax changes
  o Need to prepare to be attractive to investment that will come
• Federal infrastructure funding – need to be recipient
• Airport – accommodate the freight; want more passenger opportunity
• Stay informed to what is coming – transformative changes/shifts that impact our region
• Infill?
  o Lots of opportunities for small scale
  o Boroughs are having infill
    ▪ Beers property example
    ▪ Industrial
  o Lehigh Valley Dairy – Whitehall
  o Martin Tower – Bethlehem
  o Black Diamond – Easton
  o Bethlehem Steel – Bethlehem
  o Air Products - Trexlertown
  o Dixie Cup – Wilson
  o Route 191
  o Route 512
  o Boyd Theatre - Bethlehem
  o Goodman Bldg - Bethlehem
  o 315 Columbia - Bethlehem
  o West Bethlehem Armory - Bethlehem
  o Old Brewery Tavern – Brewery - Bethlehem
  o Route 309 properties in Upper Saucon
  o Southern 309
  o South 10th in Allentown
  o Stefko Blvd - Bethlehem
  o Rock Church – Easton
  o MacArthur road – Whitehall
  o Old Retail and Older Office bldgs.
Other Comments

- School property tax? How does that impact economic development?
  - Need to think through where schools are funded – need to make sure they aren’t negatively impacted

LAND USE
April 20, 2017

- Predictions for when LV is built out (max build out, current trends, various build out scenarios)
- SWL example of modeling land uses
- Progress/regional zoning—multi-municipal planning

Strengths

- Farmland/Rural/Natural Features—maximize preservation
- Variety of features
- Urban/suburban redevelopment/densification
- Local manufacturing
- Industrial park system
- Prioritization of parks/recreation/entertainment; rails to trails
- Diversity of land use/variety of land use
- Historic resources/structures
- Cultural/higher education facilities
- Hospital systems
- Main Streets improvements; socialization opportunities
- Ethnic/cultural festivals, Bacon Fest, increased events
- Location!
- Multi-modal system is ok
- LVPC/2 county regional planning

Opportunities

- Self-driving/autonomous vehicles
- More multi-municipal plans
- Innovative; Strong Towns
- Infill for vacant strip-malls

Weaknesses

- Ag lands vs. warehouses
- Truck traffic/freight; thru traffic
- Location
- Aging infrastructure; mobility
- Federal infrastructure funding is stagnant; 80/20 split federal/state
- Tax benefits vs travel through costs; shared burdens
- Lack of general public education of the value of ag lands, densification of housing
- Cost-Benefit analysis of development; short-term & long-term
- Creating space for the next generation; dated zoning codes
- Small group of planners for 1000s of people
- Number of municipalities
- Regulatory requirements: ordinances, regulations, zoning, time requirements
- Local politics, regional politics
- Legislative boundaries/districts
- Stronger commercial/housing architectural codes
- Affordable housing: regulatory costs, aging housing stock
- Density; need to improve density; lack of infrastructure to support more dense housing
- Fair housing requirements
- Large-lot residential zoning vs cluster developments—lack of sewer/water, DEP, MS4 requirements
- Demographics in leadership/planning boards/commissions
- Deficit of knowledge about planning processes/land development processes
- Situational awareness of your surroundings
- Lack of requirements for officials
- Too much parking in some areas at retail/commercial; some boroughs don’t have enough parking
- Accessibility and development

Threats

- Large-scale retail changes/retail vacancies; decreasing demand for retail space
Local Strengths

- Ben Franklin Technology Partners of NE Pennsylvania – innovation
- Business incubators
- University and colleges – higher ed – programs to support innovation
- Entrepreneurship education
  - Method – build something fast and sell and make money – concern around wanting to build a long term sustainable company
  - Potential threat to economy
  - Opportunity for funding for long term businesses
- Strong Internet infrastructure in the Lehigh Valley. This is evidenced in that firms are re-locating data centers from NYC to here to avoid losses caused by Hurricane Sandy, for example.
  - High speed internet (fiber optics) available in rural areas
  - Location of IT infrastructure for NY Metro businesses etc.
  - Wired and wireless connectivity
- Health network
  - Emergence of tele-medicine
  - LVH partnership for better health information exchange (HIE)– accessible data particularly useful for Veterans
    - We are 1 of only 2 health networks in country doing HIE
    - Personal health records – exchangeable between health providers
- Mobile network
  - 250,000% increase in mobile data usage/traffic
    - Almost half is video data
  - Physical infrastructure limits – ‘pipes’
    - Needs to be expanded and upgraded and densified
    - Incentives for densifying networks
    - Politics can complicate it
    - Young people look at signal strength before purchasing a home
    - Attachments on streetlights
    - LVPC to provide common sense guidance to municipalities on how to address the densification of networks
    - Public safety project – first net
    - IOT – internet of things – machines talking to machines; devices talking to devices
      - Network management of companies of devices; local businesses; local governments to work together so that devices aren’t pinging at the same time
- Same network for video and data
- Traffic speeds and sizes
- Backhaul to cell sites robust
- Airwaves is the constraint
  - Data usage/traffic will grow 5x per month by 2022
  - Public wi-fi
    - Mobile carrier $22 billion / year to maintain and upgrade system
    - Municipalities don’t have the capacity – fell apart
    - Wi-fi has role in wireless ecosystem – depends on who mans it and maintains infrastructure
    - Public/private/nonprofit partnership – coordination with infrastructure upgrades; example: rt 22 – lay new data infrastructure when building road
- Smart appliances

Local Opportunities
- Corporate retraining at mobile companies
  - Internal training because need specific skills
- Policy suggestion
  - Improve access to government owned infrastructure; education to municipalities on what small cells are
    - Example: streetlamp
      - Reasonable fees
      - Simplify zoning
- Public private partnership
- Look to energy efficient options – technology provides a responsibility to do so
- Educational component. Currently there is lack of genuine interest in sustainable business but moreso in selfish earning-based agendas. Cybersecurity has a negative employment rate. Not high enough salaries to ensure retention and expertise.
  - We need to replace theory-based cybersecurity courses with hands-on technical engineering
  - De-stigmatize the pursuit of trade careers instead of traditional 4-year degrees
  - Private sector especially needs to support continuing education and vocational rehabilitation
  - Training should take place in the workplace

Local Weaknesses
- Data infrastructure and security
  - Needs to be better safeguarded. We are inherently trusting of computer/data infrastructure which was only built to work, not built to withstand hacking. Some say we’re a decade behind in preparedness for this.
  - With 1.5 billion devices worldwide, diversification of supporting their unique needs is needed
  - Manufacturing hardware and providers – all aspects of infrastructure
  - Power companies in region could take lead
Manufactures of components – build security into components as replacement comes about, the security will be upgraded
  - Medical example – hack component and get into network to change someone’s medication on wireless pump
o Wireless providers are working on providing layers of security for customers
- 4 year programs failing on cyber security education
  - Hands on education missing
  - Not ready for jobs in cyber security engineer
  - It still includes a trade-job type component - missing from this program
  - Critical shortage of skilled trades
  - Negative unemployment rate in cyber security
  - More businesses need to commit to training people internally – invest in own employees – can’t always expect programs to give people all the skills what you need
  - Vocational rehabilitation – veterans
- Government
  - Same security issues as private sector
  - CISP – specific security personnel
- Detroit car show is no longer a car show but now a technology show
- Uber – transportation as a service
- American love affair with car will be over soon and transition to transportation as a service
- People will move more into the cities
- Improve government infrastructure right-of-way (eg. Rent paid on small cell pole installations). Simplify the zoning process for these improvements.
- Local transit to reduce car usage – rail
  - Worst quality air
  - Technology solutions to address air quality – retrofit trucks for exhaust
  - Incentive ridesharing

Local Threats
- All utilities, electrical grid vulnerable to hacking. Netizen is currently conducting research through the Department of Energy on how to safeguard.
  - Automated vehicles
- Equity issue between security and protection of personal information
  - Public wifi etc. access to privacy as much as access to information
  - Access to internet is a ‘human right’ – facebook and google
  - People without access to internet are marginalized.
    - People consider purchasing homes based on signal strength/connectivity

HOUSING
March 29, 2017

Generalization about housing and cities is skewed; does not reflect demographics of area (SW); Can’t have redevelopment authority under state law; townships do have redevelopment needs, and not just commercial

- Age of housing is the issue; county has a waiting list of 300; development of new is difficult (lack of land, NIMBY, no to THs)
- Expertise not available at local level; school districts – new apartments generate demand for new schools, fiscal impacts
- Perceptions from surrounding area re: housing affordability in comparison to surrounding areas, inflation in housing valuation
  - Also a transportation and economic development issue
  - NY wages will drive up cost of housing/living
  - HB Housing taxes will go into funding other areas
  - FL has sales taxes
- PA does not tax retirement income, resulting in growth of housing pop., driving up housing prices
  - People 80 and over largest growing pop
- Affordable housing for low income
  - Wages don’t cover housing costs
  - Lack of diversity (micro-apts, apts)
  - Housing first model
    - Housing list has been consolidated but still a backlog
    - HUD cuts
  - Transportation limits access to employment
    - Costs of maintaining car cuts and other expenses into housing budget
  - New affordable housing
    - Availability not as much an issue as quality in Allentown
    - Setting aside money for new affordable housing
    - Density bonuses (requires political will)
    - Policies directed to lower income residents
  - Other expenses (e.g. student loans, groceries) inhibit homeownership
    - Multi-generational student debt
    - Improving economy has generated new issues (increase rental competition)
    - Student loan rates
    - Spending habits have changed, credit cards
    - Tax increases
  - Homes for older adults (downsizing, single-story)
In Easton, developers from out of area buying from blighted list with no intent to keep as house for low, middle income HHs (can’t reach ROI without going for high end); maintain balance will be difficult in coming years

- Houses are being significantly upgraded
- Appraisal processes for homeowners
- Without significant incentives to keep rental prices low, we’ll be behind the 8 ball; Incentives = government programs (gutting, rehabs)

Coordinated entry – people who need AH can call one number; data can help identify, target needs

- Homelessness/Poverty
  - Families doubling and tripling up is through the roof
  - $733 average income for the month (SSI); housing costs out of reach
    - Elderly residents on fixed incomes; aging in place; deferred maintenance
    - 10-20 years, homes may come on market that need considerable rehab
  - Spikes in rental rates
    - Retired residents divesting of housing in favor of renting, then facing steep increases in rents
    - Policies for managing rent increase (caps, freezes)
  - Use of hotels for housing, poor housing conditions
  - Plan should focus on providing affordable, accessible units; provide for different levels of affordable housing
  - 72% single/2-4 families dealing with MH issues, relying on food banks
  - Residents living in automobiles
  - Tax increases cutting into household budgets

- Unrelated households – how does student population factor into the numbers; Lehigh adding 1,500 students, driving up rental prices in Southside Bethlehem
- Blight another issue in Bethlehem – difficulty keeping up with inspections, tracking down owners, attracting contractors
- Neighborhood stabilization program
- Affordable housing not even affordable for developers anymore
- Layers of regulation (SW, energy) driving up costs of building AH
- Move to attract international investors – businesses unwilling to pay fair wages; new jobs should not drive down wages/quality of life
- Shortage of housing of all types in LV
  - Driving up rental prices
  - Housing ownership costs are not rising
  - Tax increases

- What can be done
  - Education is key to generating support - General population does not understand what’s coming down the road
    - Impact of Housing funding cuts
Representatives need to understand that AH population is growing

- Housing diversity
  - Accessory/In-law units
    - Addition of septic, other reqs. Drive up costs, and therefore rental affordability
  - Tiny houses
- Impacts of Program cuts
  - Voucher program – waiting lists in NC and LC Has; unmet need
  - It all comes down to cash; market can’t close income/housing cost gap; government involvement needed
  - Looking at regulations driving up development costs, density reqs., lot lines
    - Prioritize facilitating housing development, then look at other issues
  - Effects of other policies (NIZ)
  - Money from HUD for rehabbing rentals; AH set asides discourage involvement in such programs (e.g. undersubscription in Allentown)

- Density of housing for families, impacts on school, childcare (for pre-school kids) presents challenges for families

PUBLIC HEALTH

March 29, 2017

- Reach out to local hospitals
- County Health Needs Assessments, strategic plans, looking for overlaps instead of recreating
- Sidewalk inventory, bike/ped plan, transportation multi-modal collaborations (staff)
- Lanta funding, van svc has been primary in providing transportation for those with disabilities—maintaining and securing funding and increasing would be crucial
- Most people do not understand what public health is vs. primary care, what is taking people out before the expected maximum age, don’t make it to the expected age, much bigger than having a doctor on every corner, PH has been meeting with planning and zoning, PH is regulatory—food inspections, daycare inspections, is not a medical delivery system, PA ranks 48th in public health infrastructure, fragmented system in the state, only 8 other health department in the state, in New Jersey every county has a health department, hospitals have very dynamic community health departments, hope the separations go away and we all end up being public health entities
Primary care does not achieve all the healthcare of our communities, designed to exclude vulnerable communities, CNHAs showed that LGBT have had problems with health care, needs to take into consideration that the health systems created a long time ago was not made to meet the needs of today, look outside the traditional health care delivery systems, availability of health care in language that they can understand

Worked on comp plan project that looked at public health, what improves your health and your happiness, housing rehabilitation, what makes your quality of life better, St. Luke’s/community schools, how all the issues are related, what does health in all policies means, socialization of walking to school is a health benefit for the children, trying to have Easton buy into

Run a double snap program for local fruits and veggies, no one from the snap offices has talked to me, you have offices dealing with health but they are so busy and backlogged that they can’t collaborate, farmers markets vouchers – only 41% have been redeemed – what are the transportation barriers, moms came in and did not know how to use them, fragmented system

CNHA ranking article in paper this a.m. – quality of life and physical environment were ranked pretty low, why are we ranking so poorly

What are the data points they use to do the rankings for the quality of life (staff)

Large commuting population and don’t have time for extra curricula activities and lower the quality of life

Commuter times – Lehigh County – average 25 minutes; Northampton County – 26 minutes average; most major metros are over 30 minutes (staff)

Community and resiliency – people are not happy, really strengths here that make people say we have a good q of life; vast # of churches, charitable groups, # of athletic programs available, in Allentown the athletic groups are struggling, there was a strong demand and just don’t have as many organized activities that brings people together as we use to, people are reverting to staying in their homes and they don’t know their neighbors, when they become unable to get around, don’t have anyone to pick-up and use vouchers, etc., need some type of fabric to bring people together, looked to the schools and hospitals to fix everything, have to bring it back to the community to fix this

Communication – so many avenues of communication, depends on demographics, elderly are having trouble getting info, don’t know how to solve this (staff)

The newspaper is becoming less and less for elderly because they cannot afford it and don’t use the computers, part of the problem with senior community is the communication

Seniors – trusted sources for information, relying on neighborhood associations to be connected in the community, churches and faith communities are seen as trusted source

Reach out to those neighborhood organizations come in and have this conversation with them, they know what their people need, important that this conversation goes out to them

Organizations that mix the two together – SHH has the parish nursing program, homeless veterans task force, good response from this program because they are trusted, when
looking at PH there are populations – homeless population street medicine program, veterans – huge population In this area, VA clinic in Allentown, include these populations

- Air, drinking water, severe housing, driving alone to work, long commute/driving alone, countyhealthrankings.org
- School districts – are we going to reach out to them?
- Joint project with the city’s planning department – went to Allen High School, asked students outside of the cafeteria – what development did they want to see in the city: want a dance hall, video games place, but had to add this to the list because it was mentioned often – gainful employment – tired of getting the heat and lights shut off because mom was not able to get a job; housing – paycheck was going to a substandard landlord; transportation – can find a $300 car but can’t afford the insurance; cable and internet bill is so high so doing research papers on their phones
- Social determinants of health – poverty and lack of sustainable housing and employment, actual or perceived violence (don’t feel safe in their community), can’t go for a walk in their neighborhood, violence is sometimes done by people in power against vulnerable communities, strong correlation – LGBT fear of discrimination (housing, work); these are big issues to solve
- Proud of our police officers, upset about the comment, they are not the problem, they are part of the solution
- All comments are valid, vett these concerns, first time we are having these conversations, thank you for your comments (staff)
- There is a need for police, whether it is real or perceived, we need to address (staff)
- Walk program – in bath, heavy truck traffic, became such a detriment that we are now bussing them that short distance, couldn’t assure their safety
- People don’t feel safe biking on our roads, the roads were not built for the current situation
- The farmers market was in the park up there and was hard to get to, what could be developed to help
- Working on issues in a specific community (Catty, Bath), micro urban design studies (staff)
- Where are we going from here?
- 18-24 months to complete the plan, this is the initial information gathering phase, quantitative data, toward fall we will release the “this is what we heard” documents, scenarios, economic modeling, geospatial modeling, Jan – develop GPAs and finalize the document by the end of 2018, constantly evolve as you go thru the process
- In our prison, the director of corrections, 50% are on psychotropic Drugs, emergency rooms nexus of mental health and public health,
- Overwhelming demands of mental health, progress in Lehigh County, inmates being released with enough drugs for 3-5 days and they can’t see medical provider for 10 days and they end up back in the prison, resolving this has taken months, whole pharmaceutical is a mess, opioid crisis, behind a massive ball, until there is a huge overhauling of the mental health system, devalued of mental health providers, real grass-roots efforts to cultivate, schools are required to have children that are on ventilators, etc.
Several organizations are coming together with judge to resolve the prisoner issue, putting people in institutions to have access to those psychotropic drugs

Part of the solution, Northampton County has been doing this and only 2 graduated, just part of the issue, case where they did give enough drugs for 10 days and they took all at once and committed suicide

Opening facilities mentally or physically challenged people that own the home, if they are well run, you don’t know they are there, if not run well, it is a community nightmare, don’t have laws in place that apply to these types of facilities

Fair housing, civil rights issue, municipalities – code enforcement issues, can’t regulate the same way, no solution that is legally implementable (staff)

Air quality – was a township solicitor, Sierra Club, request that the comp plan include a rec to municipalities include provision to deal with air pollution, ALA using EPA standards and state air pollution monitors ranks metro areas across country, ranking in NC air quality ozone and particulate – F, prime contributor in LV is transportation, diesel engines (ozone, and particulates), part. Affect young and elderly, air monitor is in Freemansburg, move the monitor and add others, good news – diesel engine particulate filter that has been installed on trucks, 90% effective, older trucks do not have them, have to be serviced every 6 months, rec that municipalities – require that trucks that come to their facilities have the filter, ban idling, any new warehouse include a lounge for the drivers so they do not have to idle their trucks to stay cool or warm

Come to our freight committee meeting, where this being discussed by municipalities and the trucking companies (staff)

Nationally where we can rolling back regulations, can a muni decide to watch this happen or can something be said in the plan to maintain our environment

Have large water companies and support water quality recommendations (staff)

If fed government backs off environmental regulations, who steps up, a lot of best practices (model regulations), but may have to revisit (staff)

Even state has had cut-backs, so we have to do this locally

DEP/EPA – vector control done by municipalities, Allentown has most zika cases, Public Health is gearing up for a huge # of birth defects

Zika here later this year, women that are pregnant have it here, corporations are sending their staff into countries that have these issues, hoping lawmakers knows the ramifications of the federal cutbacks

Worked with teacher in Allentown that has built an air quality monitor, found that particulates were on the bus routes, substantial variation from street to street; doing canvassing, in person interviews, videos, downtown populations; education is also really key, not just telling but actively engage, Da Vinci Science Center – health and medicine is planned for upcoming exhibits; for adults, 95% of what they know about science is from informal sources; HYPE program Healthy Youth Peer Education
PARKS + RECREATION

March 14, 2017

- Trails – start in Hanover township, UGI glitch, lawsuit, sinkholes, gas line underneath
- Pedestrian access to get to the parks, nice to have trailheads, but encourage people to walk to parks
- Sidewalk inventory (staff)
- Parking for trails
- Evolving what rec space means and how accessible it is to different ages, genders, etc.; multi-generational play (e.g. grandmother playing with grandchild); Europe has many of these; lower walls/high walls, monkey bars that are not so linear; indoor sites (gyms) are opening up; good question – lots of ways to explore
- Europe is very multi-generational in general
- Bought acres next to park and want it to be passive rec, some woods but about 20 acres are open and would like to know more about this
- Forks – the older generation, as soon as we acquire land for a park it ends up being for soccer, football, etc and the elderly are left out; like this idea; have some land that is waiting to be turned into a park
- Rock climbing moved into the indoor space, big rocks what do we do with them and they can become a mecca for rock climbing
- Municipalities getting sued is a problem, limit liability
- Huge cultural differences b/w Europe and America
- Looks like that example may fall under the playground standards
- Expanding use of naturalized playgrounds, Lower Mac has one, touch the environment, get dirty
- Existing vs new playground building, NC wants to rehab existing playgrounds, maybe could incorporate nature-based play areas, expansion isn’t as important as fixing what is existing
- Make sure older sites are accessible
- Looking at the downtown (Sullivan Trail) and how to connect to trails; Developer came in and converted the Laneco and made a small outdoor mall, connected adjacent park with a bridge
- Maintaining the existing is tough, stretched thin, too much for the staff to handle, if we try and contract out then the union issues arise
- Live in Emmaus – they built a connector trail, borough swapped land with a private landowner to make the connection; any way the plan could coordinate resources to make this type of things happen, bootstrap the citizens to spearhead projects that need to get done, people use to help maintain parks because they are ownership
• Volunteerism has decreased over the years; educate the public to get involved with the municipality to assist
• Interested citizens are on rec boards and EACs, see what munis have those
• EAC network does outreach, PRPS might have connection to rec boards, South Whitehall has a directory
• Cooperation – we are Portland and surrounded by UMB, the twp does not want to put a trail through to Delaware Water Gap; we are all in this together; how do we communicate, we’ve tried everything but deaf ears
• Perseverance – if it’s worth doing, don’t give up
• Create a coalition of like-minded people to make things happen
• Have regular parks & rec labs semi-
• Staff – what are people demanding?
• Indoor areas for practicing – demand was so high this winter (Alburtis)
• Think we have adequate outdoor space, but indoor is lacking, school is booked solid
• How do you find out what the residents want? We are doing a plan and want suggestions how to get input.
• Did an online survey recently and got a good response (Northern Lehigh Rec Authority)
• Parks aren’t top priority when looking at muni needs
• Staff – where does park & rec rank?
• My survey indicated it is a high priority and even asked if they would be willing to pay more taxes and about 90% were willing to pay something
• Plainfield – do have an OS EIT but only used for FP, residents do want to see the continuation of the trail and trail connections, do have funding but need to know how to better use the funds, residents do volunteer for rec board and have a contingent of people that say we do not need more rec facilities
• Pfbc – independent agency, don’t get any state $, stock 122 miles in LV and a lot is pvt ownership, we are interested in gwys, reduced in staff, goal is for stocked trout is to be harvested, Monroe renewed the OS bond, no problem for the voters, my land is open for fisherman but there is liability issues even with the law protecting landowners
• ROE numbers for recreation – how many people now about it? That there are all these benefits from outdoor rec? (staff – we’ve done many presentations on this and willing to do more)
• We were going to fold our bb program and the parents came out against it
• Reach out to businesses to make sure they know about the survey and put money into sponsored posts
• Residents have complained – how were we supposed to know about public meetings, we don’t read the legal ads of the newspaper (East Allen)
• What about the passive – hiking, fishing, hunting; places that people can get away from the active sports
• Do you communities know where the facilities are? And if they don’t know, who do they contact.
- Nextdoor.com – allows targeted geographic area (Salisbury police are using this program)
- A lot of parks that are not fully developed yet, maybe looking at those and see what the build-out potential
- Way to involve high school students, what we are working on, we’re getting old and moving on and it will be theirs, learn how they can get involved, get the school districts involved
- And the colleges too
- Trout & Schools Program, science curriculum, raise the trout
- Reach out to religious entities, boy scouts
- Target FB sponsored questions – short targeted questions

COMMUNITY FACILITIES

February 7, 2017

- Staff asked what we need to know about community facilities. Allentown Rescue Mission asked if sheltering the homeless and transitioning are part of the plan. Staff responded that they should be, but they are not handled well enough.
- A comment was made that all ages and populations, especially the special needs population, should be considered. The special needs population is underrepresented in the community.
- There is a demand on emergency management services, but not enough funding. Also, people more quickly call 911. On the fire side, there are dwindling volunteers. About ten years ago, state legislation tried to address this issue with Senate Resolution (SR) 60, which was a 16-point initiative that included some recommendations but no funding. There is a new initiative (SR 6) to review the recommendations made in the resolution and to see what needs to be done to help first responders.
- The reason volunteers are being lost is because of economic development. There is no time for volunteerism. Historically, people worked in the towns they live in, but not anymore. Vacant buildings should be used for small businesses, but they are too small for agencies to consider.
- The land use map does not matter to first responders. There are emergency service needs everywhere, even in rural areas where there are unmet needs. Funding is an issue for many communities.
- In 5-10 years, we will need to address the transition of generations. Millennials look at things differently than older people.
- There is increasing participation in fire training classes, but not as much as before.
Emergency management services went from all volunteer to almost none. Regulations have made volunteerism all but gone.

There are three landfill facilities in the region. There is a lot of resistance to solid waste facilities. Also, the public doesn't think recycling should have a cost, but there is labor, equipment and other costs. Education is needed on why it's important to recycle.

There are regulations to reduce waste going to landfills, but municipalities all have different ways they handle waste. It is challenging to understand it.

Counties are required to have a Solid Waste Plan that can address the ten-year needs of the region. The plan needs to address where the waste can be taken. Some rural areas still allow open burning, which the State doesn't allow.

It is a challenge to provide library service to the region. People just assume they are available at no cost. Also, there is an increase in individuals that fall through the cracks that end up at libraries.

Mental health is a huge issue. There is a lack of facilities in the area. Most people are sent to Philadelphia or Wilkes-Barre area. There are more demands on emergency management services. About 30% of calls are related to mental health. Opioid abuse is rapidly growing.

Parkland School District is seeing a lot of growth in addiction over the past year to year and a half.

All the fire, police and emergency management buildings cost money. They should be consolidated to save money.

Community centers are being closed down to save on costs. They are safe places for kids to go and have something to do. They help prevent crime and drug use. They are not just gyms. They also help create a stronger nuclear family. In west end Allentown, their community center was closed down about five years ago. The Jewish Community Center accepts all people, not just people of Jewish faith. They are trying to let the community know this. Their after school program is getting stronger.

Staff asked what other preventive activities are taking place in the area. The response was that a small few entities work on prevention, most work on response.

Transportation for seniors and the disabled of any age who don't drive is a big problem. These groups are the most vulnerable of society. Also, there are many senior centers in both counties.

Cooperation among emergency providers throughout the region has not changed much over the past 30-40 years. Everybody likes to have their own area. Salisbury Township tries to pull all the police, fire and emergency management providers together, providing better protection for its residents. There is a lack of fire volunteers in the Township.

Integrating all emergency providers would save money and lives.

Agreements among the fire providers is prevalent throughout the region. Most have fire mutual aid agreements.

A plan is needed to address the lack of volunteers.
PA legislators in 2004 chose not to adopt the International Fire Code. Each municipality would have to adopt it.

A comment was made that we are doing poorly in everything else. We do not have a vision as a region. For example, we have significant needs for recreational facilities, however, no one is willing to address this. If the counties don’t, municipalities cannot afford it.

The same thought goes for libraries. No one wants to spend any money if it is not in their municipality.

Local power greatly reduces the effect of emergency providers. It is their own little fiefdom. Regional management teams have better results. A comprehensive management plan is needed for emergency service providers.

Nobody is in charge of public safety in the Lehigh Valley. Bucks County has a model that works well.

The region is lacking in facilities that address food access. Small markets are dwindling. The goal is for corner stores to provide more healthy options by bringing in locally grown food. Coordination is needed among the 62 municipalities. Healthy aging is also an issue.

Lower Macungie Library is part of the Allentown School District. There was no coordination before among the libraries. Now, they joined and formed a consortium to serve the whole district. All 12 libraries have access to the same services. They are trying to serve everyone in the community. They also have AARP coming in to provide tax service to the elderly.

One comment was that regionalization was a common theme of this discussion. An example of that was the Cetronia/Lehigh County Joint Operations Center that covers nine municipalities. They worked with the county on a 99-year land lease, and in exchange, they house county assets. They use the space 24/7—it is used as a training center, for joint meetings, etc. They got help with funding.

We need the right leaders to make things happen. The counties must support efforts. We need a plan to show where facilities are needed.

A comment was made about the lack of east/west transportation routes. We only have two now, but they are not great. The American Parkway has helped the situation somewhat. We need a similar road network north of Route 22. Staff noted that a transportation strategy lab is scheduled in June.

Staff asked the group where we go from here. Responses included:

- Pulling in the younger generation—what kind of environment do they want to live in
- We need visionary people
- Incentivize departments that consolidate; defragment the community effort.
Land developments get approved by municipalities, but there is nothing in zoning ordinances that require fire stations to serve these new land developments. There needs to be a connection.

The comment was made that there is no coordination among emergency management services and municipalities. It is not in municipal ordinances. Alburtis commented that they work well with their emergency providers.

Develop ideas first. Take the discussion of money off of the table before talking about how to afford them.

Staff asked the group if we need more discussion on emergency management services. The group responded yes, it could strongly influence elected officials.

COMMUNITY UTILITIES

February 7, 2017

Regarding the general land use map, a question was asked about what considerations are given to municipalities if there are inconsistencies in land use between the municipal and county comprehensive plans. Staff responded that we will have conversations with the municipalities as we update the plan.

A question was asked about how municipalities can meet the goal of providing for all types of development while also being consistent with the county comprehensive plan. Staff responded that they can’t meet both goals. However, municipalities can plan with other municipalities through a multimunicipal planning process. As long as all land use types are provided for within the multimunicipal planning area, an individual municipality does not have to provide for each land use type.

Easton Suburban Water Authority representative said that they are seeing a lot of growth recently, especially apartments and medical-related developments. A new hospital is being planned in Lower Nazareth over the next five years. He said providing water is not the problem—traffic is becoming a problem.

PPL said they are investing heavily in infrastructure to ensure more reliability. There are no issues with providing enough power. Lead time for providing for development is sufficient.

Lower Saucon Authority said there is little growth in the township (growth is not encouraged). The challenge is being able to fund system upgrades.

Lehigh County Authority said the public perception is that utilities drive growth. He said it is the municipalities that allow for the growth. They have adequate water supply to serve their customers—they purchase 7 mgd from Allentown. As far as sewers, LCA is responding to the EPA Administrative Order to reduce sewer overflows. Capacity is not limiting growth right now. Their industrial wastewater treatment plant capacity is limited.
- It is also the public perception that LCA is drying up the Little Lehigh Creek, however, there is no direct connection. It is a complicated water system.
- The City of Bethlehem has adequate capacity for water, but sewer capacity is coming up as an issue. The most recent Act 537 plan addresses that. Over the next few decades, the challenge will be how to address and fund replacement of aging infrastructure. The water piping in the city has a median age of 50 years.
- Regarding stormwater, the comments included: regulations keep getting tougher, reporting is more complicated. There has been discussion among the communities about forming a stormwater authority. Bethlehem Township and the cities of Allentown and Bethlehem are considering it.
- PPL is also investing heavily on security against cyberattacks. They have redundancy in their lines in the event of problems. They have to comply with many agencies.
- Regarding emergency connections, the City of Bethlehem has a small amount of capability. Their interconnections are not robust. There are 3 connections between Allentown and Bethlehem, newest connection was installed in 2004/2005 timeframe. The two older valves have not been opened since the 1960s. There may be some need to pay more attention to that Lehigh Valley-wide.
- The LCA/Allentown system is very redundant. The city has four water sources, plus all the LCA wells. They have 52 mg of finished water storage.
- Staff asked about the requirements for contingencies. A water system must have an emergency response plan, but there is no requirement to have backup capabilities. There are proposed updates to PA Chapter 109. One part has to do with requiring interconnections. The proposed regulations should be posted in the Federal Register this month.
- LCA reiterated that it is difficult to overcome the perception of LCA pushing for development. Public education is needed.
- The question was asked about whether multimunicipal zoning can be enacted. Staff responded that joint zoning is possible, but typically, multimunicipal planning won’t translate into joint zoning. Each municipality would typically create its own zoning ordinance to accomplish the land use goals of the multimunicipal comprehensive plan.
- The question was asked about whether utilities want the growth. LCA responded that they want the revenue. They have the capacity. The City of Bethlehem said growth is great, but big warehouses are not what they want. All that infrastructure is put in place for minimal use. Easton Suburban said yes. They have tapping fees, which they put back into their system.
- DEP said that investor-owned systems might look at that question differently since they are responsible to their investors. The price of water versus that of the public sector is significantly different. For example, $5 per thousand gallons for public system water versus $12-17 per thousand gallons for private system water.
- The City of Bethlehem has water customers outside of the city and therefore they have to deal with the PUC, which is a big challenge. They have to apply to the PUC to raise rates. Working with the other municipalities works well.
- Lower Saucon Authority agrees that working with the PUC is a challenge. The PUC required changes to their meters, but the Authority received no return on the money spent.
- The comment was made that some issues could be resolved by regionalization. It provides economies of scale, however, municipalities tend to be parochial.
- Lower Saucon said they had completed a 2006 study that looked at regionalization. From a cost perspective, the best option was to continue as their own system. They will probably revisit that in the future.
- Whitehall Township Authority thought it would be worthwhile to consider regionalization. The cost of replacement system infrastructure is astronomical. When growth stagnates, there is no one to pay for upgrades. And regulations will continue to get stricter. Costs will drive regionalization.
- Wind Gap Authority said there is a lot of growth coming up Route 33. There are requests for development in Bushkill Township off of Route 512, but the township doesn’t have an Act 537 plan. Also, the Authority needs to upgrade/replace old clay pipes. They could use more development to help pay for the costs.
- Staff commented that PennVEST representatives came to the area recently to discuss funding opportunities. However, no one is applying for funding. The group responded that the process is too burdensome. Interest rates are too low; it is cheaper to purchase bonds. PennVEST funding is geared toward lower income municipalities.
- Staff asked how municipalities are doing with Act 537 planning. The LVPC uses this information for regional planning. LCA said LCA/Allentown Act 537 planning was put on hold by DEP until the EPA order is resolved. The DEP website provides the age of municipal plans. Many are pretty old. The City of Allentown Master Sewer Plan from the 1970s still shows the same needs. Most municipalities overbuilt treatment plant capacity years ago, plus water usage has gone way down. Also, planning modules are used for smaller developments.
- Pennsylvania will not pay for 537 Plans which is a major cost undertaking.
- Sewer overflows will never stop, but must be kept to a minimum. EPA allows for none, but they have regulatory discretion. It is very expensive to stop it.
- DEP said that the 50% cost reimbursement they used to provide for completed Act 537 plans is pretty much gone. The Commonwealth Finance Authority offers funding for plans, but not many take advantage of it. The City of Bethlehem said they were put on a list to receive reimbursement from DEP, but are not sure if they will ever receive the funding.
Municipalities are required to conduct Act 537 planning, but not having an updated Act 537 plan is not holding anyone back as they have been utilizing “modules” to update the existing plans.

Comments were made in regard to Sewer Capacity Assurance & Rehabilitation Program (SCARP), which must be done before drafting a new 537 plan for the LCA service area.

Other topics of discussion included expansion and maintenance of utilities and their impacts on streets, and asset management planning for aging infrastructure. LCA is required by their lease agreement with Allentown to have an asset management plan.

The public takes service for granted. Public education is needed. LCA has a website and they send brochures on conserving water.

Lower Saucon has more of a presence on social media, which reaches younger clients.

City of Bethlehem has a website, and, in the event of a problem, they have a rapid notification program (Nixle) that can be used for getting other information out quickly.

PPL uses twitter and Facebook. They constantly promote their outage maps, energy efficiency and provide community presentations.

“Super Storm Sandy” of 2012 changed the emergency preparedness of all utilities. Utilities are now more proactive than reactive in regard to the network of utilities during storms and other outage situations.

What has to be replaced over the next 30-40 years and the cost of doing it is going to be a challenge. Nobody thinks about utilities. Sewer and water is a quiet industry. It doesn’t really stand out. It is taken for granted that service will be there when needed.

The Lehigh Valley Regional Partnership involves underground utilities. There are partnerships throughout the state. It provides a forum for utilities and municipalities to get together and discuss upcoming projects. Knowing what projects are upcoming cuts down on costs of excavation of roads. With a new program—Coordinate PA—they are trying to get information from all the regional partnerships and put it in one place. The partnership meetings are posted on their website. Training classes are offered throughout the state. There is a big push for coordination throughout the nation. Also, there is proposed legislation (H.B. 284) to put PA One Call under the jurisdiction of the PUC to ensure that excavation work is done in a way that protects the underground infrastructure and citizens of the state.
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- 576 Aren’t there a group of municipalities in southwest Lehigh County doing a comp plan? Will this plan be consistent?
- How do changes get made to the Municipalities Planning Code?
- Is there any follow-up to see how the comp plan is used?
- Timeline
- Time horizon
- Another strategy is ag preservation
- A lot of work has been done to implement the comp plan, has been the guide for the conservancy. Not just enough to protect, but need to connect, network and corridors, benefit for wildlife and people.
- Emphasize that the resources do not stop at municipal or county borders
- On the Kittatinny Ridge, a connectivity analysis was done to prioritize parcels. The Nature Conservancy is working with conservancies to reach out to landowners.
- Conservancy prioritizing – parcel-based analysis, protect the last great places in the valley, the critical natural areas, use GIS and rank parcels based on different attributes.
- Historically in Pennsylvania, much of the state forest and park lands were devastated lands, state was forward thinking when they bought those lands and now they are high quality. Look at areas that are not necessarily pristine now but could be in the future, fix what we’ve messed up.
- Group of scientists, including E.O. Wilson, if we want the planet to thrive and save biodiversity, have to save half for nature and half for us, thinking about that goal can help guide us a little better and a great goal to strive for, ideal that makes up for a lot of the negativity you deal with in environmental issues
- Add a goal of restoration in the plan and a goal of saying how much we want to preserve, if you throw farmland in with that, it might be doable
- Why not have green roofs in the urban areas, also land recycling program (staff)
- Lehigh Valley is going remain attractive to development, these plans are incorporating restorative practices
- Management of the lands—how do you turn it back into native plants? greenways, large and small scale, when you have development, have them incorporate green areas
- In all development, recommend incorporating green space
- We create best practices for businesses about wildlife, create an incentive, regional certification program i.e. Lehigh Valley sustainability? Can be used at big warehouses
and small businesses, need to offer the standards and a branded certification, here are
the grants you apply to implement these, package it
- Similar to LEED certification? A little more nuanced, flexible to fit different businesses,
  provides positive incentive
- PSU Extension has an environmentally farm program, get inspected and sign
- Does your program work for retrofitting? New development—we already have
  requirements that are in place. Yes, it can work at existing sites. Our goal is making
  changes on the ground.
- When the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission (LVPC) gets an application to review, can
  they comment on those things?—Do not know if we have historically, but this is a brand
  new plan. There are Municipal Planning Code requirements, but comments can be
  related to what is in the comp plan.
- Is a municipality required to follow the comp plan?—No.
- Most visitors come from major metro areas, people appreciate green space within close
  proximity to natural areas.
- Viewsheds—we have lost a significant number of viewsheds because of the
development, if there is a way to preserve them through plantings or well-organized
  development.
- Clean air and water are important things, a significant number of visitors that come for
  fishing and water recreation
- A lot of great work has been done with agricultural and natural area protection. How do
  people in the suburban area get that experience with green space and natural areas?
- When you plan the cities, think about the manner you do urban planning, more density,
  smarter parking
- If you do that in the cities, you can reach goals with areas outside the cities.
- But if there is an opportunity to purchase lands that are built-up next to streams; maybe
  a little more difficult in those areas, but look for opportunities
- Journey to a destination and what you see is also important
- Suburban development in the Lehigh Valley—try and get people to landscape for nature,
  largest crop we grow in United States is grass, homeowners use more pesticides than
  farmers do, get emphasis away from grass
- We are doing that in Lower Saucon, people question those practices in parks
- Educate residents, these are the right things to do for the environment
- Residents think it will devalue their homes
- Municipalities have to change their ordinances to allow nature in yards (staff)
- Have developers plant native trees
- Appendix with list of vegetation that is ok
- Lower Saucon has had some developers that ask if their list of vegetation is ok
Have to have the wherewithal to disappoint developers, there’s a correct way and an incorrect way of doing things.

About 7 years ago, there was a long emotional debate about riparian buffers, developers did not want riparian buffers at all. Why can’t the Lehigh Valley have a higher standard?

The Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation has met with the municipal managers, and these ordinances depend on the municipality.

In the northwestern part of the state, they are begging for development.

Delaware River Basin Conservation Act, federal, no funding currently – mirrored off the Chesapeake Bay regulations, passed end of 2016, more cooperative efforts in the watershed.

Try to find the hook for municipalities—saves time, less expensive, healthier.

Convergence of the Return On Environment (ROE), tied with the comp plan, environment and economic perspectives.

Prepare the community to put forward resources for comprehensive open space areas.

Fully engaging the municipalities in any of this work, some do not understand, put out the message that this is bigger than just their municipality, municipal regulations is where the rubber hits the road, make sure how these municipalities can fund these initiatives, all municipalities should have an open space program, open space funding can be used for maintenance, not just acquisition.

Special exceptions and variances in regulations – depends how the municipalities allow waivers and variances, need to stand by that.

Need incentives to not develop those areas, give relief in density (conservation by design).

Allentown – do not know if the city has the knowledge to deal with environmental issues, why is green infrastructure not discussed, can take the finished plan to the city and they will not follow thru.

What are we missing? (staff)

properties in gray area worthy of protecting, e.g. green pond development, public interest, Lower Macungie’s Shepherd Hills Golf Course.

Residents interested in protecting their back yard.

Riparian corridors – rebuild where they have been destroyed.

Are there key destinations where the viewshed can be saved?

A lot of biodiversity in the gray that are not displayed, species locations not shown, there are other sources for species locations.

LVPC now has a tree cover dataset that can be used (staff).

Let’s not disregard the gray area.

Will this effort include making these connections using mapping?
- ROE generated a lot of facts including the natural benefits, and now there is an economic aspect, also health benefits
- Did the ROE go out to all 62 municipalities?
- Planning commissions are elected and may not be very educated about these issues and topics.
- Hard part is getting them to listen, create a vision for the municipalities, keep it simple, show them visually, broad brush – Atlantic flyway impacts
- If you can bring this to the municipalities – the long-term maintenance of infrastructure, e.g. cost of road maintenance, operating expenses, they do not want to raise taxes, how can we map this out
- Health – not just physical, has positive impacts on mental health, Rx program for doctors to refer patients, gets the residents more informed
- Cannot be onerous to implement
- Connect people with the environment, stewardship, intersection between the environment and health
- Lehigh Valley Greenways Conservation Landscape – one of seven conservation landscapes in Pennsylvania, run by the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, the Delaware & Lehigh National Heritage Corridor is the lead, public/private partnership, since 2004, working on four goals together: land conservation and restoration, outdoor recreation and trail connections, community revitalization (mostly green infrastructure), and education; have about 3 meetings/year and other events
- Bring messages together from the environmental groups into a single message (staff)
- Identify that environmental theme for the region, too many complicated messages, the environment is the central theme
- Need to push message to municipalities (staff)
- What the Environmental Advisory Councils are doing is different depending on the municipality, some want to do more
- Within municipalities, the one advisory board that gets respect is the planning commissions, educate them, they are the core groups that need to be brought on-board with this
- Conservation districts meet with developers, green space is not talked about much, trend is talking less about it, infiltration wells starting to be used
- Biggest thing is going to be education, especially the municipalities, have not been able to get the Nazareth Area Council of Governments’ municipalities to implement what they said they were going to implement, get them engaged
- What are the mechanisms for adoption?—County level only
- Energy topic to be covered?—Yes, along with climate change
• Any place for a recommendation for a bi-county health department, that is a big hole, large metro area, cities have health bureau and they will not go past their boundaries, State Act 315, was tried but did not work, municipalities have no guidance, may need to come from county elected officials
• Recommendation for wildlife management plans

WATER
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• Way to show public what is preserved so far, and then showing what still needs to be done, how far are we
• Try to assess what properties need to be protected, that have high value, targeting floodplains, large areas of open space
• Working on Monocacy Creek watershed plan right now (staff)
• From water supplier standpoint, preserving land that provides water, whether groundwater or surface waters, City of Beth gets some of their water from Carbon and Monroe counties, water filtration plant in Lehigh Township, have 23,000 acres preserved with The Nature Conservancy
• Lehigh County Authority – very dynamic set of water supply sources, balance based on need, protection through easements is not possible, they have no teeth regarding source water protection, looking diff at recharge areas b/c of drought
• Position on injection wells? Lehigh County Authority typically writes letter to muni on development, groundwater recharge issue – how much groundwater recharge are we getting with all the development in Lehigh County
• Delaware River Basin Commission – metric, water availability analysis, look at hydrology drought of record, ½ through pilot, trying to answer that question, is there enough water, 7Q10 – stream statistic, low flow condition, commission allocates water for all types of users over a review threshold and looks at these in the analysis, water withdrawals south of Lehigh Gap, spreadsheet based model, goal is to look at what is happening today, 2030 and 2060
• State water plan in 2006 - critical water planning areas. Little Lehigh on watch list for critical water planning area.
• Do we have all the data on water withdrawals? What is the criteria for deciding what is enough? Should have those criteria in the updated state water plan (staff)
• Sometimes we have too much water
Flooding – emergency management, climate might be changing over time, incidents more common
- Flood management districts – 16 watersheds in the 2 counties, stormwater management plan, every 5 years, deal with flooding and water quality, areas to study watershed hydrologically not really flood districts (staff)
- How often do ordinances get adopted like the stormwater ones were?—state required municipalities to adopt, which you don’t see for other ordinances and state can withhold any funding for a muni that has not complied. Injection wells not really addressed in stormwater plans.
- Any flaws in the ordinance that you would change?
  - The Lehigh County Authority says that if you build you can impact water for the municipality, municipalities won’t want to give up their ability to control their land use that may impact other municipalities
  - Conservation districts hear that they are an impediment to progress, emergency management should be notified of injection wells, no chance of treatment, should have turn-off valves, need permit from EPA
  - Do we know the locations of all these wells? They are supposed to give the latitude/longitude for locations.
  - Never used to recommend putting surface waters into groundwater
  - Injection well is a registration process not an approval process (staff)
  - Controls on these set-ups are minimal
  - Repetitive loss mapping, kind of things that can be done with properties that continually are impacted
  - Calculation can be done and owner may be able to apply for funding, long drawn-out process
  - If an area has a lot of rep loss, do new dev that keep going in
  - Might be interest in buy-out, go thru all the paperwork, becomes an issue when the owner thinks their property is worth X dollars, can’t force owner to sell
  - Floodplain ordinances evaluation – are communities complying, any evaluation if ordinances go past federal requirements
  - New Jersey has higher requirements
  - Lehigh County floodplains mapping will be updated in next 3-4 years
  - From the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation’s perspective, the amount of land we buy for stormwater facilities—why can’t the municipalities require more available land for infiltration
  - Wellhead protection areas – have municipalities done any zoning to protect? Do have wellhead protection zones, Lehigh County Authority process is to comment on development, zones dependent on several factors, wells are located in already developed areas, there is a lot of overlapping of zones
  - Zoning overlay – source water protection in Wilmington, even though you don’t own the land can do things to protect (e.g. spill prevention)
- These could be areas within the gray area that should be protected
- Hard to get municipalities to adopt regulations, political will is not there (staff)
- Management activities can still be put in place in wellhead protection zones even though already developed
- Lehigh County Authority is doing some age dating to determine how old the water is coming out of the springs, spring recharge area is probably all of Lehigh County, an injection well in Harrisburg may affect Schantz Spring
- Recharge is poorly understood, understanding how this complex system works
- Hard to do a water budget when stream water disappears into groundwater
- USGS studied Schantz Spring, local land area is not there to support that kind of spring
- Also want to get meters on the springs to measure what’s not being used, they do know what they use
- Crystal Spring is under a parking lot, doesn’t show any impact from drought
- Hercules Cement can turn off Bushkill Creek, other creeks have been turned off (e.g. zinc mine), portions of creek are lined to prevent filling of quarry
- Some streams just travel underground even under normal conditions
- The companies do put ice-cold water into the streams, so if they wouldn’t, it would be much worse
- After zinc mine closed, the Saucon Creek came back
- From a user standpoint, how do we allow them to shut off a stream, how do we plan for these things
- If it was a new project today, would not be allowed
- Stormwater – constantly changing how nature would handle, all run-off, then run-off to streams slowly, then infiltration (staff)
- Need new standards on how to evaluate water availability, data changes over time, limestone geology is complicated
- Surface water and riparian buffers, a lot of areas in urban areas that have lost land for riparian buffers, recommend riparian buffers for water quality, need recommendations on where they should be restored
- Water for habitat, Wildlands Conservancy has done a rudimentary assessment using aerials and land cover, but want to update that with the University of Vermont’s 1m resolution data, Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources has a riparian buffer program – has different levels of buffering (e.g. using an orchard at the outer edge)
- Document changes after restoration
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Strengths
- Brownfields – reuse and adapting
- Diversity of developers
- Availability for transportation – rail, road, water
- Proximity to large markets near LV
- Interest in dev in quarries
- Manufacturing – largest employment sector
- More apartments than single homes
- Mixed-use development
- Walkability increase
- Diversity in housing – big cities, small towns
- Municipalities are planning better
- Planning assistance in development
- Healthcare system – modern, expansive, high-reputation, satellite centers
- Regional mentality – cooperation
- Planning for population growth
- Education system – percentage of graduates, attracts newer businesses-web-based
- Regional groups helpful in diversity development
- Nationally ranked vo-tech school in Bethlehem
- Local airport – growth opportunity

Opportunities
- Lots of brownfields for reuse
- Availability of transportation of all kinds
- Proximity to larger population centers and markets
- Strong manufacturing base
- Health care system is modern, expansive, and has good reputation. Brings in better jobs. But properties are tax exempt.
- Strong employment base with many qualified workers produced by excellent education system.
- Many different kinds of businesses. Forced upon area by loss of Bethlehem Steel but diversity of economy has proven to be an asset
- We have a nationally ranked vocational school and good community schools
- 100K people come in to LV to work every day. 96K people leave. Lots of economic opportunities from education, product, resources perspective.
- Could empty retail be redeveloped as industrial or residential?
- Airport is an asset
- We have college and universities that teach automation – preparing workforce for jobs of the future.
- Location – secondary market to NYC + Philly
- Capitalize on development opportunities
  - LVEDC’s role?
- Want development but want independent federal money for transportation
- Workforce and educational institutions
  - FreshPet set up program with local community college
  - Sands
  - MRC trainings
  - Teach kids that skills are as important as a 4-year program
  - Technical schools
  - Coordination between school groups
  - Preparing for industry changes and skills that will be needed in 5, 10 years
  - Automation influences skills needed
  - New programs at community colleges require funds
  - Education/training is part of economy piece
  - Professional people struggling for work
- Destination development (e.g. aquarium, Bass Pro shops)
  - Outdoor recreation economy
  - Soccer tournaments
  - Park destinations
- When will we be built-out?
  - Land use scenario
- Traffic impact of development
- Redevelopment opportunities
- Manufacturing vs. warehouses
- Future industrial development
- Incentivize redevelopment and resue
- Mixed use promotion, not just residential
- Incubator is big spaces
- Serial entrepreneurs
  - How does the LV stack up?

**PROCESS**
- Recently more interest in infill, development in core areas, smarter development
- Municipalities that exploded in the 80S, 90S, 2000s have learned lessons and are doing better
- Lots of planning resources (e.g., LVPC)
- Regional mentality of the area (e.g., LVEDC, DiscoverLV, LANTA)
- Foresight of regional groups such as LVIP which helped support diverse economy

**OUTCOMES**
- Mixed use development and walkability are increasing
- Diversity in housing types (however pricing may not be that great)
• Steady growth – not losing population. Keeps economy stable and growing, but not too much of a population growth.
• Very low industrial vacancy

Threats
- Challenge: municipalities have many different ways of managing development – sometimes difficult to deal with all the different systems.
- Challenge: population projections could overestimate growth and lead to too much spending to prepare for growth that may not happen.
- Challenge: we don’t have the kind of technical training that some businesses need to move here.
- Challenge: lack of appropriate real estate product (e.g., smaller manufacturing spaces) may be retarding economic growth. Need to do gap analysis between what we provide and what businesses want.
- Challenge: pace at which we are eating up industrial-zoned land. Also jobs per acre for industrial facilities is “going way down.” Getting to point where we are starting to run out of land.
- Challenge: not all brownfields are big enough to accommodate type of industrial development we are seeing today.
- Challenge: can we really bring back manufacturing?

Comprehensive Planning Committee
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Weaknesses
- Development impact on traffic
- Lack of Density
  o Across the valley – suburban design in urban area
  o Too little density in suburbs – spreads out development –
  o Hard to serve with Transit
  o Utility and infrastructure cost in relation to sprawl
- Development is not always coordinated regionally – from regional level
  o Not a single resource for gap analysis – what are the needs?
    ▪ Housing, warehousing, light manufacturing etc.
    ▪ Also include forecasting
    ▪ What do the municipalities want? What is the capacity? Can infrastructure support it?
    ▪ Wanting a specific type – example single family housing – social engineering
  o Lehigh Valley internal competition between municipalities
    ▪ For the development
    ▪ For state funding
  o Lack of coordination on incentives (financial, tax, etc) for development – regionally
- Development with single use
  o Euclidean zoning
- Development impact on water quality and air quality
- Brownfield locations – need clean up - not ready yet – ownership issue
- Infill development should be considered more
- Development under current transportation network
  o Need to coordinate with transportation planning to address impacts
  o State bad at transportation improvement funding
- Municipalities planning code – Pennsylvania – overall
- Not great at protecting the environment or historic resources while developing
- Perception: more development = healthier community
- Urban areas – even more density could be achieved (example: apartments in Allentown)
- Quality of older housing stock that is affordable in downtowns
- Incentives and disincentive to build in a way to counterbalance market driven development
- Weakness in development creativity
- Running out of industrial infill development – big and little parcels

Environmental Committee
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Strengths
- Natural systems and ecologies
  o Water-rich area, ample water supply, generally high-quality
  o Steep slopes help with the water, helps control some of the flooding
  o Steep slopes and woodlands go together, helps to maintain the soils, hard to log on slopes, contributing to recharge areas, animal migratory paths
  o A lot of natural areas that are still viable
  o Natural areas – continue to keep so wildlife can travel securely from one area to another
  o Ecological perspective – migratory bird habitat, Blue Mountain being a flyway for raptors. To what extent will this consider wildlife in addition to the natural features?
  o Evidence of bald eagles in Lower Milford, moving in from Montgomery County
  o How are we doing with the management of environmental resources? (staff)
    ▪ Not in position to move forward with environmental issues
    ▪ Educate public officials on environmental issues
    ▪ Not just the physical environment, but also the organizations that deal with the environment (staff)
- Challenges
  o Loss of high quality soils because where urbanization has occurred
- Climate change – how it will change wildlife habitat, already impacting that because the types of forests are transitioning to different species?
- Increase of rain may change floodplains and wetland habitats, impacting wildlife types

- Waste Management/Disposal
  - Waste disposal sites?—Will be covered in other sessions
  - Wastewater treatment facilities affect the quality of stream water
  - Historical illegal landfill in the 40s, has been filled, runoff changes the Hosensack Creek
  - Three landfills in county are in process of needing to expand, have been well served so far
  - Recycling – does not pay, profit margin is not there, all the electronics, pay to have them recycled and they are sitting in warehouses, everyone wants to do it, but not paying off, is a market-based venture, in Pennsylvania have trouble with electronics because of the state laws, people think recycling should be free, but it costs money

- Development
  - How did we get to where we are, preserving what we have? (staff)
  - Land use planning, zoning, some may be accidental, not in the growth areas (some areas not in good development areas)
  - If we did not have steep slope regulations, developers would be building everywhere

- Air quality
  - Because we are in a valley, not conducive to high quality air
  - How does it compare to when Bethlehem Steel was in operation?
  - Bigger businesses – biosolids, methane gas use, getting off the grid, keep the natural resources clean
  - Natural gas taking place of coal

- Agriculture
  - Open space as farmland – in New England, we had very small fields, here abundance of farmland, fertile soils, as we have changed the types of crops and the number of farms, wildlife has been impacted (e.g., decrease in hayfields)
  - Movement to buy local foods, people want to be more organic with what they are eating and where they are living
  - If farming makes money, more likely to stay farming.
  - People go to farmers’ markets and know the food comes from within 20 miles

- Value of Natural Resources
  - Natural resources are also for tourism
  - Jordan Creek Greenway project – regional, increases awareness
  - Value of natural environment—if they use it, they will value it
  - Always be better, enough projects going on in the county related to natural resources, it is a priority, important to keep the momentum going, have people understand that this is not a short-lived thing
Everybody was into the organic, living off the land in the 60s and then gone in the 80s, now back

Put something in place to keep things going—public awareness, do not want to get to a point where we cannot fix something

What have Washington and Oregon done that we can do?

Local initiatives

Environmental Committee
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Weaknesses

- Air quality
- Areas susceptible for sinkholes, infrastructure for roads
- Positive that can be a negative – how much water we have, flooding
- Homeowners that spread fertilizers without considering upcoming weather, puts things in the water
- Green lawn chemical people – end up with a lot of nitrates in the water
- Instructing anyone along waterways on good practices
- Snow removal by municipalities
- Radon belt
- Vintage brownfield sites, superfund sites
- Old communities with aging infrastructure can become an environmental issue if not handled properly, it’s all money
- Communities are not doing sewage planning, doing it on the fly
- A lot of dams around are aging, some consider dams an environmental weakness, so unique, case-by-case, maintenance, one with no purpose, but people consider it aesthetic
- DEP does not have the staffing to do their programs
- Improper zoning by municipalities, not doing zoning that will protect natural resources
- Not just zoning, also their comprehensive plan, planning issue
- Lower Milford regulating growth on 8% slope, since 1969
- Water quality – how poorly are we doing (staff), more of an education issue, sediment in older creek beds, vastly improved over the past 30-50 years, still ways to go, a lot are because we’ve improved the treatment system but not all quality is handled by treatment, a lot of it is run-off impacts, a flood can create a lot of contaminated waters, lost a lot of industries that used to discharge pollutants into the Lehigh River
- Light pollution, type of lighting
- How are the communities dealing with this?
- Cell towers going up all over the place, affect where people want to live, affecting aesthetics
- Same as when electric and phone lines went up, decimating the views
- Noise pollution, buffers some places
- Noise barriers – echoes and is now worse than before, design issue, flat walls act as a cliff

Opportunities

- High quantity and quality of trout in Hosensack Creek – increased fish populations as long as we keep the water tables in good shape, more fishing
- Changes will be pushed through because of the federal changes, pay attention
- Expansions/better techniques with solar energy, continue to improve air quality
- Tesla coming out with solar shingles, same cost as regular shingles and solar panels
- Use warehouse roofs to install solar panels
- Why don’t we see more of that, maybe a weight issue or a maintenance issue
- Just build into the structure the ability to handle the weight
- Continue to take advantage of farmland preservation program
- Non-profits that are aggressive in protecting natural features, continue to support them
- Can sell the power from the panels even if the tenant moves out of the warehouse
- Have discussions with developers who don’t build and walk away to incorporate some of these practices, have a rational discussion with them they will be rational—stormwater, walkable
- Northern areas have a lot of steep slopes on Blue Mountain and Slate Belt – have ideas from the UPenn for recreation, enjoying the environment, trail cards showing you can go from X to Y and pass these sites along the way; can be addressed in bike/ped plan (staff)
- Dams and dam removal, northeast has more than any other part of the country, established a process to evaluate the benefits of having or not having the dam, a lot of them were related to mills and have big pond behind
- Weaknesses can become opportunities
- Address air quality, what can we do, will probably get worse with all the trucks, use of natural gas or electric engines, use of solar or wind energy, coal is king again is going to be a problem, promoting mass transit where it can be done, trucks idling, place that wants to come into Palmer discussion – new trucks do not have to run all the time but just to recharge their batteries
- Vintage brownfield sites have some opportunities
- Regulate the types of lights being used to reduce light pollution
- Cell towers made to look like trees
- Every muni takes a development plan and has to deal with it, takes a while till you get your ordinances the way you want them related to noise, light, trucks, etc issues, produce a guide for the municipalities on these topics, help the municipalities learn, it's just zoning, don't just focus on truck/warehouse related development, what about lighting at recreation fields

Environmental Committee

April 24, 2017
Threats

- Current administration
- EPA?
- Air quality
  - LV improved on air quality and EPA monitoring
- Development in general
- Green corridors – needed for animals
- Stormwater management being done well
  - DEP and conservation districts
- Federal stormwater requirement
- Loss of momentum to value environment
- Small wastewater facilities? Small package plants
  - Look at violations over time
  - Private owned had more violation
  - Con: regional facility encourages more development
- Aging infrastructure
- Sink holes
- Light pollution
- Climate change
  - Intense storms
  - Flooding
- Invasive species
- Gas pipelines
- Hazard mitigation

Livable Landscapes Steering Committee
April 6, 2017

Preservation Discussion

- More modernized language
  - Preservation a poor term; Conservation, heritage, traditional are better
  - Opportunity for education and reframing what Historic Preservation is.
    - Reusing a building that honors the building rather than assuming whole building must be preserved
    - Sustainability – The greenest building is the one already built
- Need for education and a declaration of terms; talk about different levels of preservation
  - Preservation
  - Adaptive reuse
  - Repair
- How to prioritize what should be preserved and what shouldn’t?
  - Restrictions now “a series of hoops” to generated discussion
    - Decisions already made
- Community not engaged
- Development pressure
  - Reaction to problems may result in more overly restrictive regulations
  - Incentivizing can make preservation more feasible that demolition/dismantlement
  - Questions of value judgement (development vs. preservation)
  - Landscape ordinance – evaluation of changes to built environment in context of landscape
  - Who decides?
    - State historic preservation office
    - Local officials
- How to take it beyond downtown – extending into surrounding neighborhoods; gaps are detrimental to larger Historic Preservation progress in city
  - Use limited resources effectively
  - Coordinate work
  - Traditional Neighborhood Overlay could help control exterior changes visible from the street
    - went further in extend of TND
- Architectural review boards are not about restoration
  - UNESCO, Bethlehem (Moravian quarter)
    - In public ownership
    - Benefit:
      - elevates as a historic resource; visibility on a national/international level
      - creates greater tourism potential and return
      - Improved economic development (hotels)
      - Preserves/maintains value of community
- Rural heritage
  - Loss of rural historic assets (barns, encroachment of new development)
  - Control of pockets of farming to ensure viability
  - Alternative forms of farming (organic, vineyards) to encourage reuse, cottage industry
  - If farming not viable, allow conversion to residents with conversion allowances in design
  - Preservation of assets and character of farming landscape in new development
  - Regulation and oversight is tough – adaptive reuse a better strategy; reuse of old building is where market is heading
    - Building needs to be marketable
    - Oversight needs to be light as possible
    - Guidelines should reflect the context
- Cost of ownership and maintenance can prove burdensome to owners/residents; options can offer flexibility for maintenance costs
- Bethlehem
  - Variety of perspectives represented in Bethlehem/shows there can be different levels of review that can guide development without being overly restrictive
    - Preservation of North Side compared to cultural preservation/promotion on Southside
    - Southside stakeholders generated concerns; rules not as stringent
Importance of striking balance between level of regulations and desired upgrades; recognition that compliance can be cost prohibitive
- Underlying facilitator is design/scale – people scale is key
- How do we get Allentown to do more tax credit projects?
- Easton: people like “real,” “authentic” feel of place. Education should help people understand why they feel that way, why these places create these feelings/atmosphere

Technical Committee
June 26, 2017

Strengths
- Organizational
  - How fortunate we are to be the county planning entity and MPO; helps tie the land use planning to the transportation planning; work with all of communities to build understanding
- Collaboration and Coordination
  - How LVPC/LVTS works with PENNDOT; good coordination
  - Lehigh Valley Federal and State Delegations, PENNDOT, LVPC and LANTA work well together to advance the region; always keep each other in the loop regardless of politics; can work together to accomplish big projects well
  - Engagement of the State and Federal end is really good and not common everywhere
  - Community and PENNDOT District office good on partnering on maintenance needs
  - How unified the counties and communities really are --- not really competing goals
  - Community outreach is very good; communities can call LANTA and/or LVPC and we will come to speak to the communities, even at night
- LANTA
  - No debt; exceptionally managed
    - Tough to maintain assets and grow the system with the growth in population
    - Hard to grow the system with funding constraints
  - Transit-land use coordination is key and LANTA is working with the communities and LVPC to coordinate and grow this coordination; LANTA-LVPC working more and more together
  - LANTA has a good comprehensive plan for moving into the future
- Freight Advisory Committee – good and ramping it up
  - Hoping to use vehicle probe data to do more planning and refine planning for freight
- LTAP – LVPC/LVTS does a great job; every course is a plus and helps people who need it
Weaknesses

- **Challenge:** how rapidly the Lehigh Valley has grown; what do we want to be in the future

- **Transit**
  - LANTA stops are sometimes in spots that are hard to get too; more shelters and benches; sidewalk connections
  - Passenger rail advocacy for it; should we be thinking about this in the long-term a bit more?; How will autonomous vehicles affect this conversation?

- **Freight**
  - Growth truck in traffic
  - Lack of Truck parking; trucks parking everywhere
  - Need to look at truck parking issues at the municipal level; consider availability of amenities

- **Infrastructure**
  - Pedestrian connectivity to LANTA stops; need to close the gap between utilities and sidewalk infrastructure because in some cases utilities are obstructing the sidewalk infrastructure; possibly a good topic for the Lehigh Valley Partnership with the utilities;
    - Utilities may not have incentive to coordinate
      - Invite the utilities to LVTS
      - Think about coordinating a presentation/discussion with the Lehigh Valley Partnership on utilities; good on the underground facilities but, could do more on the above ground
      - Continue to coordinate on TIP projects
  - Communication and transition to PENNDOT Connects; what do with the “inbetween projects”
    - PENNDOT is starting to have meetings and phase PENNDOT Connects in; definitely on medium and large projects right now; PENNDOT is doing more public meetings
    - Tilghman Street/Route 309 Interchange in South Whitehall; traffic study is going on right now and a meeting will be scheduled soon
  - Functional classification system update is ongoing for all 62 communities; LVPC is about ½ way through right now; hoping to have out by the end of the year; would like to integration into the Comprehensive Plan

- **Planning/Representation**
  - Difficulty getting representation from the municipal governments and counties; suggested that the counties be at the Technical Committee too; it is a joint responsibility and share information across all parties
  - “Fairshare of money” because we are growing; freight growth is a concern
Transportation Committee
April 27, 2017

Opportunities

- Technology
  o Program where circuits and diodes are being put into pavement
  o Artificial Intelligence traffic signals important to congestion management; street light technology is evolving --- some have cameras, audio and climate sensors
  o Bethlehem’s street lights are now all connected; you can dim the lights and tie to LED message boards
    ▪ Could this create a cyber-crime issue --- point is it’s an opportunity with a risk
  o What improvements do we need to make to accommodate autonomous vehicles?

- Infrastructure
  o Potential need to widen Route 145 from the Schulykill and Carbon County Commuters
    ▪ This is also a double-edged sword because it supports sprawl
  o Cherryville Road in Northampton also may be an issue
  o Widening of the Turnpike is an opportunity
  o Turnpike slip ramp can create sprawl
  o Northern Beltway --- 248 and 329

- Connectivity/Multimodal
  o Forks Township wants to make the road more pedestrian-friendly --- retrofitting the suburbs --- mark those special cases --- on the other side of the coin communities that are being developed should understand the need for walkability and not have to retrofit later
    ▪ Will help avoid issues in the future
    ▪ Opportunities to work with PENNDOT to plan for more walkability
  o Sidewalk Inventory and Trail Planning but still need some links --- opportunity to take the analysis work and bring it together to help municipalities better plan for walkability. Need to build awareness
  o Concern that locations may lack Right-of Way
  o Connectivity can be costly because more infrastructure is needed

- Mobility/Congestion Management
  o With reurbanization that can create urban congestion
  o Opportunity for BRT and can help with urban congestion
  o Opportunity to create parking areas in suburban areas so people can hop on the BRT
  o At peak hours traffic on side road traffic has shifted
  o How do we get people into and out of the LV from a north-south perspective the right way
  o Creative solution without creating any more development
- Maybe we shouldn’t make it easier for people because congestion in some cases can be a good thing
  - Land Use
    o PENNDOT design can create a ‘commerceless void’ --- but at the same time a Dunkin’ Donuts can “clean-up”
    o Not enough housing near the warehouses because of zoning --- could be an opportunity
    o Need for truck stops and for trucks to rest
      ▪ Interstate is important but, small areas need to be established around industrial parks
      ▪ Need truckers amenities, electric areas and other needed items
  - Funding Strategies
    o Public-private partnership Funding opportunities
    o $5 vehicle registration fee
  - Planning, Advocacy and Education
    o Use peer pressure/good examples to educate
    o We don’t have enough skilled labor for the manufacturing jobs
    o MPO being third largest is an opportunity --- need to keep our voice heard
    o Bi-partisan effort to look at infrastructure stimulus at the federal level
    o Multi-municipal perspective (subarea) planning that it supported by the MPO; should help make the MPO job easier

Threats
- Trucks, trucks, and more trucks
  o Insufficient infrastructure
  o Capacity, Safety, Congestion
  o Secondary capability to accommodate traffic
- Lack of available funding at all levels
  o Reliance on fuel tax for funding
  o PSP conflict needs to be resolved (MLF)
  o PSP expanding service to communities that don’t have force taking more money from MLF
  o Concern that federal match money will not be available
- Automated vehicles
  o increased accidents, population fear
  o ability of infrastructure to accommodate
  o cybersecurity/terrorism
- Need planning for SR22 east of Airport Road
- Speed to implement projects
- NPDES Ms4 stormwater regulations
- Drone delivery and logistics
- Lack of funding needed to study alternative modes
- Safety for bicyclists due to increased truck traffic
- Lack of biking education, enforcement
- Road design criteria should be enhanced to include bicycle/pedestrian considerations